
G.W. Hewlett High School 
English Department 

Summer Reading 2021 
 
For Students Entering Grade 12 
 

 

12R: Essentials in Writing or Creative Writing or English 12:   Select and read one of the books on the list below.  
On the first day of school in September, you will be asked to discuss the book. You will need to be prepared to talk about 

the book’s literary techniques such as characterization, point of view/narration, theme, tone, foreshadowing, symbolism, 
etc.  After teacher-directed discussions, there will be a writing assignment given in class. 
 

 

12AP:  Select and read one of the books on the list below, and be aware of the book’s literary techniques such as 

characterization, point of view/narration, theme, tone, foreshadowing, symbolism, etc.  In addition, please complete the 
12 AP English Additional Assignment, which is required for entrance to the course. ** 
 

 

SUPA English:  Please complete the SUPA College English Summer Assignment which is required for entrance to 
the course.** 
 

 

College Modern Drama: Please complete the College Modern Drama Summer Assignment, which is required for 

entrance to the course. 
 

 
 

  
A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry Jasmine by Bharati Mukherjee 

Drown by Junot Diaz 
 

In Cold Blood by Truman Capote 

House of Sand and Fog by Andre Dubus III 
 

The Devil in the White City by Erik Larson 

Brave New World by Aldous Huxley Sag Harbor by Colson Whitehead 

King Lear by William Shakespeare Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte 

Native Son by Richard Wright LaRose by Louise Erdrich 

Oryx and Crake by Margaret Atwood Atonement by Ian McEwan 

Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad To the Lighthouse by Virginia Wolf 

Crime and Punishment by Fyodor Dostoevski Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe 

The God of Small Things by Arundhatie Roy Water for Elephants by Sara Gruen 

Travels with Charley by John Steinbeck  

  
 

**Additional articles for SUPA will be available in the HHS Library.  
 

Parents, please note:  Works of literature may contain mature language or content. However, these works have been 
recommended based on their literary merit and relevant themes. These selections have been included in summer reading 
assignments in well-regarded school districts across Long Island. Parents may wish to assist their children in making an 
appropriate selection.  Students may confer with their current teacher in making a selection.  

 

ALL ASSIGNMENTS ARE DUE ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS 

 

 



12AP Literature  

Additional Summer Assignment  

2021 
 

I. Read Thomas C. Foster’s How to Read Literature like a Professor: A Lively and Entertaining Guide to 

Reading Between the Lines, available in the school library sign one out! OR, sign-in to CLASSLINK and 

click on Library Resources. In Library Resources, click on Overdrive Sora. Go to the search bar and type 

in the book. It will come up and all you have to do is click the check-out button. 

 

II. Read a novel of your choice from the list provided.  

 

III. While reading, complete the following: 

In a written response of 500-750 words, typed, double-spaced and Times New Roman, apply TWO 

selected chapters’ theories to the novel you chose. Be sure to cite specific textual evidence from both texts 

in your analysis and application, including direct quotations and page numbers.  

 

 

The Foster analysis of your chosen text is required on the first day of class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Syracuse University Project Advance 
Summer Assignment 

Summer 2021 
 

“Reading what one expects to find means finding what one already knows. Learning, on the other hand, means coming to know 
something one did not know before. Projecting is the opposite of learning. As long as we project onto a text, we cannot learn 
from it, we can only find what we already know. Close reading is thus a technique to make us learn, to make us see what we 

don’t already know, rather than transforming the new into the old” (11). 
 

- Jane Gallop, author of “The Ethics of Reading: Close Encounters” 
 

 
1) As you prepare to read Don Mitchell’s “The End of Public Space,” follow Gallop’s advice for close reading: 

 
Take note of/annotate details that call attention to themselves, such as unusual or surprising word choice/vocabulary, 
repetition, images and metaphors, italics and parenthesis, long footnotes. Label new understandings/realizations as 
prompted by the essay. Gallop says, “…by concentrating on the details, we disrupt our projection”; thus we are “…forced to 
see what is really there” (11).  
 
As you read Mitchell’s piece, what is really there? 

 
2) Read Ch 1, “What is Literacy?” from Everything’s a Text by Dan Melzer. 
 
3) To demonstrate your understanding of the concepts in the Melzer text regarding various ways a text response can be 

composed, create a visual response to the Mitchell text. Be creative! This visual response can be a collage, a painting, a 
video, a flip book, a campaign poster, an interpretive dance, a meme, an advertisement, a comic.  

 
When creating your responses, keep in mind and be prepared to discuss the following on the first day of class:  

 the context for this composition 

 the purpose of your composition 

 the target audience(s) for these compositions 

 the persona from which you created this composition 
 
Let the situations below inspire you, but don’t feel limited to them.  

 
Situation 1: You are a community board member supporting the housing development being constructed near the Gibson 
train station.  

 
Situation 2: You are an advocate for the homeless. Present your ideas about their plight. 

 
Situation 3: You are a homeowner who is preparing to put your house on the market; your house is located across the 
street from a recently-opened homeless shelter for veterans. 
 
Situation 4: Create your own situation that echoes an aspect/stakeholder in Mitchell’s piece! 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARS PROGRAM 
 

College Modern Drama Summer Assignment     

 
DUE ON FIRST DAY OF CLASS! 

  

To understand Modern Drama, you must be acquainted with classical dramatic influences. The 

College Modern Drama course will include texts from 1880 through today. The reading 

of William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night will enhance our theater history unit during the first 

couple of weeks of class and will serve as our anchor classical text. 

  

Complete text is here: https://shakespeare.folger.edu/downloads/pdf/twelfth-

night_PDF_FolgerShakespeare.pdf 

  

Heading required: Name, Ms. DeMaio, College Modern Drama, Period____ 

  

After your reading of Twelfth Night, type your answers (12 pt font, 1.5 spacing) to these 

questions. You must bring a printed copy to turn in on the first day of class. 

It will count as your first homework assignment and literary writing submission (after 

discussion). These questions will be reviewed and discussed as a class and will be the basis for 

our jump into the exploration of modern theater. 

  

Each answer requires a paragraph response and use of specific textual support to 

defend/explain your statements. 

  

Twelfth Night Thought and Discussion Questions 

  

1. Many of the characters in this play are disguised (or hiding) in some way (Viola, Olivia, 

Malvolio, etc.). Comment on how these disguises both hide their true selves while illuminating 

the real identities of each. Use one character as an example. 

  

2. Why do you think Olivia so quickly gets interested in “Cesario”, especially when she has 

been refusing the attention of the Duke?  How does this reflect on her supposed mourning? 

What is your initial impression of Olivia? Use textual support/quotes to explain your answers. 

  

https://shakespeare.folger.edu/downloads/pdf/twelfth-night_PDF_FolgerShakespeare.pdf
https://shakespeare.folger.edu/downloads/pdf/twelfth-night_PDF_FolgerShakespeare.pdf


3. Consider the different relationships between characters in the play.  Which characters do you 

feel share the following types of relationships? Explain your reasoning for each of your answers 

by using textual support/quotes. 

     a. A real love relationship 

b. A real friendship 

c. An infatuation. 

  

4. Twelfth Night moves from a potentially tragic situation (shipwreck and loss) into the joyous 

realm of romantic comedy (unions and reunions).  The movement from conflict and death (two 

women who mourn supposedly dead brothers) to harmony and life-affirming joy (three couples 

happily celebrate marriages) is typical of Shakespeare's comedies and romances. 

However, some view the mistreatment (Sir Toby and friends’ revenge) of Malvolio as too harsh 

and consider this a “problem play” since it does not end on a happy note for everyone involved. 

Do you agree or disagree? Is Malvolio deserving of his fate (note the mocking of Puritanism)? 

Is the Malvolio subplot there only for comic relief, or does it convey a more serious message? If 

so, what?  

  

5. Notice the various uses of the theme of deception within the play (e.g. deceptive appearances, 

deceptive words/language, and the related theme of self-deception).  Which characters are most 

clear-sighted about his/her own qualities and motives?  Which are manipulating appearances in 

order to deceive others?  What are their motivations for doing so? 

  

6. It is thought that Twelfth Night was first written for the "Carnival"-like festivities of the feast 

of the Epiphany (the "twelfth night" of Christmas, January 6); these raucous celebrations 

involved a temporary inversion of the established social order.  This "world upside-down" 

theme is reflected not only in some of the mismatched (potential) couples in the play, but in the 

presentation of folly, madness and foolishness within the play.  Which characters in the play 

behave most foolishly? What is your opinion of the official "Fool," Feste? 

  

7. Describe Shakespeare’s use of the tradition five- act structure in this play (exposition, rising 

action, climax, falling action, resolution). 

  

8. How is this play representational of “old-fashioned” or traditional classical theater? How is it 

representational of modern theater (what elements of theater do you see in this play that are still 

seen in theater today?) 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

http://cla.calpoly.edu/~dschwart/engl331/12thnight.html#conventions#conventions
http://cla.calpoly.edu/~dschwart/engl339/romance.html
http://cla.calpoly.edu/~dschwart/engl331/12thnight.html#couples

